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Abstract—The fields of operations research and computer science have long sought to find automatic solver techniques that can
find high-quality solutions to difficult real-world optimisation problems. The traditional workflow is to exactly model the problem and
then enter this model into a general-purpose “black-box” solver. In practice, however, many problems cannot be solved completely
automatically, but require a “human-in-the-loop” to iteratively refine the model and give hints to the solver. In this paper, we explore
the parallels between this interactive optimisation workflow and the visual analytics sense-making loop. We assert that interactive
optimisation is essentially a visual analytics task and propose a problem-solving loop analogous to the sense-making loop. We explore
these ideas through an in-depth analysis of a use-case in prostate brachytherapy, an application where interactive optimisation may
be able to provide significant assistance to practitioners in creating prostate cancer treatment plans customised to each patient’s
tumour characteristics. However, current brachytherapy treatment planning is usually a careful, mostly manual process involving
multiple professionals. We developed a prototype interactive optimisation tool for brachytherapy that goes beyond current practice
in supporting focal therapy - targeting tumour cells directly rather than simply seeking coverage of the whole prostate gland. We
conducted semi-structured interviews, in two stages, with seven radiation oncology professionals in order to establish whether they
would prefer to use interactive optimisation for treatment planning and whether such a tool could improve their trust in the novel focal
therapy approach and in machine generated solutions to the problem.
Index Terms—Visual analytics, interactive optimisation, interactive systems and tools, prostate brachytherapy
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I NTRODUCTION

Visual analytics combines automatic analysis with interaction and visualisation techniques to gain knowledge from data [28]. It is now
an essential tool for decision support. Another widely-used tool for
decision support is optimisation. This aims to find the best solution to
a decision problem by modelling it mathematically using constraints
and objective functions and then using constrained optimisation to find
a solution [33]. Standard approaches to optimisation view the solution
process as a “blackbox”. However, driven by application requirements,
there is a growing realisation within the optimisation community of
the need for more interactive optimisation in which the user is actively
engaged in the solution process.
There are several compelling reasons for interactive optimisation.
Any mathematical model necessarily simplifies the real-world problem
and so may not capture all aspects of that problem [4, 18]. As a result,
solutions can be unsatisfying or even unrealistic. Involving the user allows them to bring their additional knowledge into the solution process.
This is particularly important in multi-criteria optimisation as it allows
the user to guide the system on how to trade-off the various objectives.
A second reason is that the search space of candidate solutions may be
huge: the user can help to direct the solver to more promising regions.
Finally, involving the user allows them to build up trust and confidence
in the solver.
Both visual analytics and interactive optimisation aim to leverage the
complementary strengths of humans and computers to solve difficult
real-world problems. This similarity of intent leads us to believe that
there are opportunities to share and transfer experience and knowledge
between the two fields. In particular, creating effective visual interfaces
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for humans to control and explore optimisation can be seen as an
application of visual analytics. Yet, as we discuss below, there is little
published research exploring it from this perspective.
The main contribution of this paper is to explore the relationship
between the fields of visual analytics and interactive optimisation to
identify their similarities and to understand the potential use of interactive visualisation in optimisation (Sect. 3). Our second contribution is
an in-depth analysis of a use-case in prostate brachytherapy that allows
us to further explore the relationship between these fields (Sect. 4).
Current brachytherapy treatment planning is a careful, usually manual
process involving multiple professionals. We developed a prototype
interactive optimisation tool (Sect. 5) that goes beyond current practice by supporting focal therapy—which targets discrete tumour foci
directly—rather than conventional whole gland therapy which simply
seeks uniform coverage of the whole prostate gland. Interactive 2- and
3-D visualisations are core elements of the tool.
We conducted two studies, each involving semi-structured interviews
in conjunction with a treatment planning activity, with seven radiation
oncology professionals (eight, if we include our co-author who acted
as pilot). The first study (Sect. 6) explored current workflows and
the reasons why clinicians currently use manual rather than automatic
treatment planning for whole gland therapy. This study fed into the
development of a new theoretical framework for understanding the
high-level user goals and tasks in interactive optimisation that we call
the problem-solving loop (Sect. 7). It is analogous to the sense-making
loop commonly used to formalise the visual analytics process.
The second study (Sect. 8) introduced focal therapy and allowed the
professionals to compare manual, automatic, and interactive optimisation for focal therapy planning. Our results suggest that interactive
optimisation did build trust in focal therapy and that professionals overwhelmingly prefer to use interactive optimisation to create focal therapy
treatment plans.
2 BACKGROUND R ESEARCH IN O PTIMISATION
Interactive optimisation has been used in a wide range of applications: facility layout [6, 11, 35], vehicle routing [4, 40, 41, 47], user
interface design problems [5, 49], animation design problems [12, 43],
radiotherapy treatment planning [45], vehicle scheduling and planning
problems [2, 10, 48], image segmentation [8, 39] and composition [1],
daylight performance problems [3], environmental management [29]
and many more.

Most of these interactive optimisation application papers are focussed on algorithm or system and tool designs. For instance, a recent
survey [31] focusses on the reasons and role of interactive visualisation,
solver techniques and user preference gathering but is almost completely silent about visualisation and interaction techniques, the user
experience or user studies evaluating systems. However, there are some
exceptions. An early review from Jones [26] looked at visualisation
usage in optimisation while Miettinen [32] surveyed visualisation used
in multi-criteria optimisation.
One area that has received attention is the use of visualisation when
debugging and profiling optimisation models. For instance, Goodwin
et al. [21] investigated requirements for visualisation in profiling of
search in constraint programming (a specific approach to optimisation), thus attempting to open up the ‘black box’ of the optimisation
search process. Closely related are interactive visualisation tools for
determining the best choice of parameters for image segmentation [46],
simulation-based design [15], animation [13], weather forecasting [19]
and sensitivity analysis for car engine design [7]. Sedlmair et al. [42]
provided a conceptual framework for visual parameter space analysis
for simulation and design.
A number of user studies have evaluated interactive optimisation
systems [4, 5, 12, 14, 18, 27, 35, 41, 43, 45]. In particular, Anderson et
al. [4] reported that better routes can be found by using the interactive
optimisation system HuGSS to solve a vehicle routing problem. Bailly
et al. [5] conducted a user study to compare the performance of manual and interactive optimisation in menu design and found that using
interactive optimisation can reduce the editing effort to achieve equally
good menu designs. The study closest to ours is of an optimisation
system developed by Thieke et al. [45] that allows doctors to explore
the Pareto front for multi-criteria treatment plans. They concluded that
faster treatment planning is achieved.
However, virtually all user studies have evaluated interactive optimisation in terms of solution quality and time spent to find solutions
aspects: user satisfaction is not considered. An exception is a study
done by Patten and Ishii [35] evaluating the usability of their tangible
human-computer interface Pico to solve a cellular telephone tower
layout optimisation problem. An even bigger gap is that the possible effects of interaction on trust have, to the best of our knowledge,
never been explored in a user study for interactive optimisation. This
is in contrast to studies investigating user trust in recommendation
systems [17, 22], adaptive agent systems [20], information security
classification [36] and classification based on machine learning [38].
Another limitation of previous user studies is that very few use
experts from a particular problem domain. Exceptions are Butler et
al. [14] which asked professionals to develop flight-line maintenance
schedules and Thieke et al. [45] which used clinical planners to evaluate treatment plans for two clinical test cases: a paraspinal and a
prostate case. Also relevant to our application domain is Raidou et
al. [37] which proposed a visual tool for sensitivity analysis of tumour control probability (TCP) models to compare different treatment
strategies for prostate cancer using radiotherapy. While we used a
TCP model in the second study our focus is on the use of interactive
optimisation to generate treatment plans for one particular treatment
strategy: low-dose-rate (LDR) brachytherapy. More loosely related are
Brecheisen et al. [9] which presented interactive visualisations for parameter sensitivity analysis in brain fibre tracking and Nunes et al. [34]
which presented an interactive tool to support image fusion of magnetic
resonance spectroscopy imaging (MRSI) with other medical images.
Compared to the past work, through exploration of interactive optimisation in the context of a concrete application (brachytherapy) we
propose a general model for interactive optimisation systems which
is analogous to the visual analytics sense-making loop. The studies
described in this paper are another significant contribution to the current
literature on interactive optimisation because of the use of experts and
because of the focus on trust and usability.
3

I NTERACTIVE O PTIMISATION

AND

V ISUAL A NALYTICS

Optimisation solves a real-world decision problem (real problem) by
building a mathematical model of the problem and using computational

techniques such as linear programming, simulated annealing or constraint programming to try and find the best (or at least a good) solution
to the model. The model has a set of decision variables for which
the optimisation technique will find values, an objective function for
measuring the quality of a solution, and a set of constraints that restrict
the values that the decision variables can take. Usually the model is
generic and problem data is needed to encode an actual instance of the
problem. For instance, in staff rostering the decision variables are the
names of the staff taking the various shifts, the objective function is to
reduce staff costs and satisfy staff preferences while constraints capture
work-force restrictions and skills required on each shift.
Improvements in optimisation solving technology and increased
computational power mean that optimisation is now routinely used to
solve a wide variety of decision problems in many different application
areas. The standard approach of the optimisation community has been
to build a fully automatic system in which the solver is a “black-box”
and the user simply provides the problem data and then waits for the
system to spit out a solution. However, for this approach to be practical it requires the model to adequately capture the actual real-world
problem and for the solver to be powerful enough to find a sufficiently
good solution in a reasonable time. For many, if not most, real-world
problems these are not reasonable assumptions. As a result there is now
a recognition by the optimisation community that in many applications
there is a need to directly engage the user in the optimisation process.
Such interactive optimisation (also known as semi-automatic optimisation or human-in-the-loop optimisation) has been used in practice for
many decades but has only recently been recognised as a topic worthy
of study in its own right.
A recent survey paper [31] clarifies the rationale for interactive
optimisation: “the main goal of interactive optimisation is to turn
efficient optimisation methods into effective decision tools.” They
identify the following reasons and roles for interactive optimisation:
Inherent limitations of mathematical models. A mathematical
model is almost always a partial approximation to the real problem. The
real problem may contain aspects that cannot easily be modelled mathematically [44], such as: multiple conflicting criteria whose complex
tradeoffs cannot be captured in an objective function; uncertainty or
probabilistic constraints; or constraints that model human preferences.
The mathematical model may also be simplified for tractability, for
instance by using linear approximations or a single weighted objective
function. Or it may just be too expensive or impractical to find the
necessary experts to properly understand and model the problem. Interaction allows the user to adjust the constraints or objective function
or to enrich the model by adding new constraints or objectives. A
particularly important case is for the user to guide how to trade-off
conflicting criteria in multi-objective optimisation.
Solver performance. The quality and efficiency of the solving process
are crucial to the use of optimisation tools. It is difficult for the designers of the generic model to predict how efficiently the model will be
solved on real-world data and with incomplete heuristic methods, such
as simulated annealing. The solver may never explore that part of the
search space containing the best solution. Users can assist by providing
feasible starting configurations, guiding the search, or tuning solver
parameters for more efficient search.
Non-acceptance and misunderstanding of optimisation systems.
The opacity of the black-box approach to optimisation may lead users
to either lack trust or place too much trust in the quality of the solutions
produced by the system. Interaction allows the user to modify solutions
in order to better understand the quality of a solution as well as to
explore what-if scenarios allowing them to build an appropriate level
of trust in the system.
A key question is what are the appropriate visual representations
and interaction techniques to support interactive optimisation. As discussed in Sect. 2, this is a subject that has received little attention from
optimisation researchers. In contrast, the field of visual analytics (“the
science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” [16]) focusses on the design and evaluation of interactive visual
interfaces and has many findings regarding how best to incorporate
the human analyst in the data sense making and knowledge discov-

ery process. We therefore believe there is considerable potential for
sharing and transferring knowledge from visual analytics to interactive
optimisation.
Both visual analytics and interactive optimisation aim to achieve
better decision making by bringing humans into the analytics-loop.
Visual analytics applications allow the analyst to interactively combine
automatic and visual analysis to gain knowledge from data [28]. These
are complementary. Automatic analysis allows analysts to fit mathematical models built through data mining or machine learning while
visual analysis gives freedom to analysts to explore the data and model
through interactive visualisation. Interactive optimisation and visual
analytics share many similarities. In both disciplines the user may:
• interact with the system to bridge the gap between the inherent limits
of a mathematical model and the real world problem;
• guide the search, either for a solution or for the right model and
parameters;
• need interaction and visualisation to build their trust in the model or
solution;
• need to find patterns and to understand complex and large datasets
(in optimisation this is the solution space, fitness landscape or the
solver search space);
• need to communicate the result to managers, policy makers and
other stakeholders.
Thus, interactive optimisation can be seen as an application domain
for visual analytics. Conversely, model fitting and classification can
be regarded as a particular kind of optimisation problem and visual
analytics applications utilising machine learning or data mining may
therefore be regarded as a kind of interactive optimisation. We will now
explore the relationship between interactive optimisation and visual
analytics in more depth through an in-depth case-study.
4

A PPLICATION C ONTEXT

Our application context is the development of planning tools for the
treatment of prostate cancer using LDR brachytherapy in which radioactive sources are placed inside the patient’s body close to or in
tumours in order to control or kill the tumour cells. The radioactive
isotope is encased and sealed inside a tiny cylinder-shaped titanium
“seed”. Multiple seeds are connected by physical strand and assembled
into a needle. Using the needle, the surgeon implants seeds into the
patient’s prostate gland where they remain permanently, though the
radioactive strength decays exponentially over time. As shown in Fig. 1,
a template grid is used to guide needle placement.
Whole gland therapy is the current standard clinical treatment
method in LDR prostate brachytherapy. The aim is to give a good
dose coverage to the entire prostate by uniformly distributing radiation
to the prostate gland, while avoiding high doses to organs at risk (OAR).
In particular, such organs include the urethra, passing through the middle of the prostate, and the rectum, which runs below it (see Fig. 1).
Whole gland therapy has great success in prostate tumour control and
is supported by strong clinical evidence. However, whole gland therapy
has the danger of over-treating patients if the number of tumours in the
prostate is limited and the tumour size is relatively small.
For this reason, focal therapy has been proposed as an alternative
to whole gland therapy. Instead of delivering a high dose to the entire
gland, only those regions of the prostate with high likelihood of containing tumour cells are targeted for high-dose radiation. The potential
benefit is a reduction of toxicity to other OAR especially the urethra
and rectum, while still maintaining effective control of the prostate
tumour cells. Approaches to focal therapy differ in the amount of radiation applied to regions of the prostrate deemed to be low-risk. In the
‘focussed’ approach the entire prostate gland is irradiated by a small
but sufficient dose, while the tumour regions are irradiated with high
dose [30]. Our research is part of an on-going project investigating
the viability and effectiveness of focussed focal therapy. Our role is to
investigate how to best support radiation oncology professionals when
creating a treatment plan with this therapy.
Commercial treatment planning systems are used for treatment plan
creation for whole gland LDR brachytherapy. VariSeed (Varian Medical
Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) is one of the most widely used. It provides

Fig. 1. Needle placement in LDR prostate brachytherapy. Note the
physical template grid used to guide needle placement.

manual planning of seed placement as well as a module for automatic
planning. The manual approach, often referred to as forward planning,
presents the treatment planners with an initial auto-seed-loading pattern
based on a simple template automatically generated from a pre-defined
planning protocol that specifies where seeds are placed on the grid
points and also defines forbidden areas for the seeds. The planning protocols often vary between clinical departments. The treatment planners
manually adjust the loaded template by adding extra seeds to increase
dosage coverage, or removing or moving seeds to avoid overdosing of
other sensitive structures. The automatic optimisation approach (also
named inverse planning) requires the treatment planner to set planning
criteria such as the dosage coverage and then automatically generates a
treatment plan. However, at least within Australia, the manual approach
is typically used for whole gland LDR brachytherapy planning. Automatic optimisation is used for intra-operative LDR brachytherapy, i.e.,
the plan is re-optimised while the patient is undergoing the treatment
when the actual needle placement varies from the planned position.
Automatic optimisation is used because of the requirement to update
the plan in real-time making manual planning impractical.
Our approach to the development of treatment plans for focal therapy
is based on a new mathematical model of biological characteristics of
prostate tumour cells [23,25]. The model introduces TCP as a biological
planning objective that provides a relative measure of the likelihood of
disease control following radiation. The calculation of TCP takes into
account the radiation dose and the tumour cell density (TCD) within
the prostate volume as well as tumour characteristics such as tumour
aggressiveness and tumour hypoxia.
Because of the complex interaction between TCP and TCD, and the
lack of clinical expertise, manually creating focal therapy treatment
plans based on TCP had initially been regarded as impractical. As a
result, automatic optimisation software based on the TCP model has
recently been developed to produce focal treatment plans [24]. This
aims to reach a desired TCP level while providing a safe level of dose
to OAR. The optimisation software was effective, producing plans in a
few minutes. However, due to the limitations of unsupervised optimisation identified in Sect. 3 (i.e., limitations of the underlying optimisation
model, solving performance and lack of trust in automatically generated solutions) it was clear that an interactive-optimisation approach
potentially offered several benefits over a black-box approach:
• Treatment planning requires multi-criteria optimisation as high TCP
conflicts with low dosage to OAR. Human radiation oncology professionals are better able to manage this tradeoff by taking into account
additional knowledge, e.g. patient age or previous medical history.
• The model is not guaranteed to find an optimal solution as it uses an

Fig. 2. A sample treatment plan shown in presentation mode after Study
1 & 2 improvements. The white text is not part of the interface but added
for explanation purpose.

Fig. 3. The compare mode after Study 1 & 2 improvements. Top two
view ports show the axial view slices of the two plans to be compared.
Bottom two view ports show the difference map in 2D and 3D.

incomplete local search to find a solution above the desired TCP value.
Humans can help guide the search to find better solutions.
• Finally, when the consequences of a poor optimisation can be extreme,
clinicians are rightfully cautious in trusting the results of automatic
optimisation. This is compounded by the fact that focal therapy and
TCP are unfamiliar. Interaction potentially allows clinicians to build a
better understanding of TCP and confidence in the underlying biological
model as well as the underlying optimisation.
5

P ROTOTYPE I NTERACTIVE O PTIMISATION
FOR P ROSTATE B RACHYTHERAPY

TOOL

In order to evaluate whether interactive optimisation is superior to
manual or fully-automatic optimisation for TCP-based focal prostate
brachytherapy, we developed a prototype interactive optimisation tool.
The tool builds upon a local-search-based optimisation solver previously developed to test a fully-automatic (inverse planning) approach to
focal therapy using TCP. The user interface for this new interactive tool,
and the required interfacing to the algorithm, took more than a year to
develop using a participative design process with a medical physicist
and bioengineer.
The tool allows the user to generate and rank a set of candidate
solutions (the solution gallery). The tool has three modes: presentation
mode which allows the user to visualise a single candidate solution in
the gallery; compare mode which allows the user to compare candidate
solutions from the gallery; and plan mode in which the user can guide
the solver to generate a new solution or improve an existing solution.
Presentation Mode (Fig. 2): It took a number of attempts to produce
a satisfactory visualisation of a single solution. The initial visualisation
used two view ports: one for the 3D prostate model and the other for
axial views presented in small multiples. After discussion with our
collaborating medical physicist and bioengineer, sagittal and coronal
views (longitudinal and cross section views) of the prostate were added
to give a complete overview of a treatment plan. The eventual solution
was to provide an anatomical plane of the prostate (the axial, sagittal
and coronal views) and the 3D model in four linked view ports on a
single pane. Grids were added in all anatomical views to show the
physical grids (see Fig. 1) used for treatment delivery. As the axial view
is the primary view used by radiation oncology professionals when
planning treatments, we also included a complete gallery of axial view
slices on the left.
Contours are provided for the prostate, urethra, rectum and the planning target volume (PTV) defining the treatment margin around the
prostate. The user can choose to overlay this with TCD, TCP or physical dose. First we used pixel and voxel representations of dose in 2and 3-D views to show the different levels. After user feedback, we
settled on an isodose contour representation (implemented using marching squares and marching cubes), similar to that used in commercial
prostate brachytherapy planning tools. We also provided histograms on
the right to summarise the dosage and planning objectives.

Fig. 4. The prototype interactive optimisation tool after Study 1 & 2
improvements. The prostate gland is divided by a grid with colour coding
representing the TCD in each grid cell. A Human Dummy is used to
indicate the patient‘s orientation.

Compare Mode (Fig. 3): Being able to review and verify a single
treatment plan is essential. However, we felt that it would also be useful
to be able to compare and rank candidate solutions. This is an activity
that is typically not well supported in optimisation tools. Our tool
provides a novel comparison mode in which the user can scroll through
synchronised axial view slices of two solutions, with a third view port
showing the difference between the two slices and a fourth showing a
3D visualisation of the difference. Like the presentation mode, the user
can choose to show TCD, TCP, physical dose or a combination.
Initially we designed two view ports: a solution gallery for browsing all candidate plans and below a view of two candidate plans and
their absolute dose differences. Our collaborators were very excited
about this. However switching between slices caused significant delay
because of the colour-washed difference representation. We replaced it
with pixels to reduce the delay and keep the whole interface responsive.
Later we changed the layout to more closely resemble the presentation
mode, providing a more uniform interface and more flexible comparison with sagittal, coronal and 3D views as well as the difference in axial
views. We used a point cloud for the 3D visualisation of difference.
Planning Mode (Fig. 4): The ability to generate new solutions or
improve an existing solution must be supported by any true interactive optimisation tool. In our tool this is supported by the planning
mode. Fig. 4 shows the planning mode before any plans have been
created. In the figure, the user is viewing the TCD. They can use the
pane on the right to generate a new solution. They can set values for

the minimum desired TCP and the maximum allowed dose to both the
urethra and the rectum, defined as three constraints (‘prescribed dose’
is declared as 145Gy, Gray (Gy) being the unit used to measure the
total amount of radiation a patient is exposed to):
1. UV125: Volume of the urethra receiving 125% of the prescribed
dose (145Gy × 125% = 181.25Gy);
2. UV150: As above, but 150% of the prescribed dose (145Gy ×
150% = 217.5Gy);
3. RV100: Volume of the rectum receiving the prescribed dose
(145Gy).
By varying these parameters they can guide the solver by forcing
it to generate solutions that have different tradeoffs between higher
TCP and less irradiation to OAR. When the solution is generated a
visualisation shows the solver’s progress: this provides an indication of
how difficult it is to find a solution meeting the specified criteria.
The planning mode also allows users to improve a solution by adjusting/suggesting changes to the placement of seeds and needles in
the solution. Our tool provides both manual and semi-automatic adjustment of solutions as we were interested in finding out which techniques
would be preferred by radiotherapy team members. The following
adjustments are possible:
Add: Users can add a new seed to a grid point in the current slice. If
there is no needle at the target grid point a new needle is created.
Remove: Users can also remove seeds. If the seed to be removed is the
last in the needle, removing the seed also removes the needle.
Move: Users can select and move a needle which also moves the seeds
on the needle.
Lock & Re-optimise: Users can lock the position of seeds and needles
whose position they are happy with. They can then run the re-optimise
which starts from the current solution and tries to improve it by moving
the unlocked seeds. In combination with manual placement of seeds
this is a powerful way of steering/guiding the solver to generate better
solutions. By locking the position of some seeds the solver search space
is reduced, speeding up the search for better solutions.
After users perform any of these operations, the treatment plan
is refreshed and either physical dose or TCP contours are updated
immediately to give users instant feedback.
6

S TUDY 1: W HOLE G LAND T HERAPY

We conducted two exploratory, formative user studies with radiotherapy
team members to evaluate and inform the design of our prototype tool.
We had originally planned a single study but based on feedback from
our medical collaborators we decided to break the study into two parts
because participants would have been overwhelmed by the need to
understand focal therapy (recall from Sect. 4 that the current standard
whole gland therapy), TCP (proposed in [23] and not yet part of clinical
procedure) as well as our novel and therefore unfamiliar interactive
optimisation tool. The first study was designed to present the tool in the
context of treatment planning for whole gland therapy, a process they
were extremely familiar with. Based on feedback from this study we
could refine the design of the tool before conducting the second study
investigating use of the tool for focal therapy planning.
This meant that we needed to modify the tool for the first study as
traditional planning for whole gland therapy does not use TCP or TCD,
only physical dose. The underlying solver was modified to optimise
dose coverage rather than TCP and the interface of the tool was also
appropriately modified to consider only physical dose.
Study 1 was designed to achieve three main aims:
1. Build a better understanding of the workflow of treatment planning;
2. Understand why radiation oncology professionals use a manual
approach to create treatment plans rather than optimisation in whole
gland therapy;
3. Evaluate and improve the prototype interactive optimisation tool, in
particular the visualisations and interaction design.
6.1

Study Design

Apparatus & Materials: The modified interactive optimisation tool
was used throughout the study. Two whole gland treatment plans were

prepared for the study. The first was produced using automatic optimisation while the second was a plan created manually by a radiation
therapist (not part of the study).
Participants: Seven participants were recruited for the study: 3 radiation therapists (RT), 2 medical physicists (MP) and 2 radiation
oncologists (RO) after we gave an introductory presentation about this
project at the Alfred hospital. All participants completed the study
except for one RO who did not do the plan improvement (due to time
constraints). An initial pilot was conducted with a radiation oncologist
who was a member of the research team. We have included the results
from the pilot study (indicated as such) where relevant.
Procedure: Interviews were conducted at the participants’ workplace.
The study took about one hour on average. It had four parts:
1. Introduction Activity: The participants were asked about their experience in LDR brachytherapy, their current roles and responsibility in the
brachytherapy team and the overall workflow, as well as their opinion
on manually produced and optimisation generated treatment plans.
2. Training Activity: Next, our prototype tool was presented to participants. The operations of the tool were explained and demonstrated and
participants were encouraged to ask questions and play with the tool
until they were familiar with its operations.
3. Planning Activity: In the main part of the study participants were
asked to evaluate two different types of treatment plan and to “think
aloud” to explain the reasons and the evaluation criteria. They were
not told how the plans had been produced. The two different types of
treatment plan were:
(a) A manually-produced plan by another radiation oncology professional using their usual procedure;
(b) An automatically-produced plan (without interaction) using our
solver software to optimise for dosage.
Then the participants were asked to improve the automatically produced treatment plan by using the operations introduced in the Training
Activity. As before, they were asked to evaluate it and to give their
reasons and evaluation criteria. The participants were also asked to
give a rank to each treatment plan after evaluation.
4. Recap Activity: Finally, the participants were asked open-ended
questions about the advantages and disadvantages of both manual and
optimisation approaches to producing a treatment plan and to provide
general comments about the prototype tool and suggestions for improvement. They were specifically asked to provide feedback on the
comparison mode and the difference map visualisation as this was the
most novel aspect of the tool.
6.2

Results & Discussion

Aim 1 (Understanding the treatment planning workflow) was investigated by asking participants to describe their roles and responsibilities
in radiation treatment planning and to explain the process in the Introduction Activity.
The first step is that an RO contours the prostate gland and its
surrounding organs and establishes the treatment margin based on the
patient’s ultrasound images. This is the ‘Volume Study’ process. The
initial plan is usually created by an RT and reviewed by an MP before
sending it to RO for the final review. However, to balance workload,
sometimes an MP will create the initial plan that is reviewed by an RT
before the final review. Both MPs mentioned they were in charge of
the treatment plan quality assurance process and indicated that it was
common to ask for revision or for another plan to be produced. On
occasion more than one plan is produced when it is unclear how best
to trade-off dose coverage and protecting OAR. What is striking about
the workflow is the importance placed on checking and validation of
the plan. This requires significant collaboration between the clinical
professionals. Fig. 5 summarises the treatment planning workflow and
the different roles.
Aim 2 (Understanding why radiation oncology professionals use
a manual approach to create treatment plans rather than optimisation
in whole gland therapy) was investigated through questions in the
Introduction and Recap Activities as well as the “think aloud” ranking
and planning in the Planning Activity.
Our study revealed a number of reasons why manually produced

Fig. 5. The workflow to create and approve a treatment plan.

plans were preferred. One unexpected reason was a desire for plans to
be symmetric. During the pilot the RO strongly criticised the automatically produced plan for not placing seeds and needles symmetrically on
either side of the prostate gland. This was intriguing so we slightly modified the study procedure to further investigate symmetry. Subsequent
participants where asked ‘Do you like to keep the plan symmetric? If
so, why?’ and we modified the optimisation solver to produce more
symmetric plans. For the last 4 participants we added an additional
automatically produced plan that was more symmetric to the study
and asked the participants to rank four plans (the original asymmetric
automatically generated plan, the more symmetric automatically generated plan, the manually modified automatically generated plan and the
manually produced plan).
All participants agreed on the importance of symmetry and this was
reflected in the rankings with the manual plan (which was symmetric)
and the symmetric automatic plan receiving higher ranks by most
users. The importance of symmetry was also reflected in participants’
improvements to the optimisation plan with some participants replacing
existing seeds and needles with new ones placed evenly on both sides
of the prostate.
A number of reasons were given for preferring symmetric plans.
Aesthetic preference was one. Symmetry of the prostate was another:
“if it [the prostate] is symmetrical then it makes sense to have sort of the
same kind of needle placement on both sides of the prostate.” A third
reason was treatment speed and simplicity. It was felt that surgeons
liked symmetric plans because they were easier to remember, meaning
that treatment could be faster and less error prone. Symmetry was also
said to make the plan more robust. Finally, we suspect that symmetric
plans make it easier for planners to understand the plan and build a
mental model from the slices. It also reduces the search space when
creating a plan manually.
In addition to lack of symmetry, fully automatic generation of treatment plans was criticised for a number of other reasons. One reason
reflects the multi-criteria objectives in whole gland therapy planning.
There is a conflict between delivering sufficient dose coverage to the
prostate gland and reducing the dose toxicity to OAR. Participants felt
this balance required human judgment and decision making. Another
reason is that different clinical centres can differ in the planning protocol for dose constraints as well as allowed placement of seeds and
needles. This makes it difficult for automatic optimisation to produce
acceptable plans for all clinical centres. Yet another reason was that the
underlying mathematical model restricts seed placement to grid points.
While needles are inserted through a grid template, in practice surgeons may insert them at an angle so as to steer seeds away from OAR
or to take into account physical constraints such as the pelvis. Thus
seeds may actually be placed off the grid. Other comments reflected
that participants were simply comfortable with the current processes.
“[Forward planning (manual planning) is] the robust way of planning.
[We’ve] got years of results behind it.”
The responses clearly show that the current preference for manual
planning over automatic planning in whole gland therapy is because
of the mismatch between the mathematical optimisation model used in
automatic planning and the actual real-world problem. This provides

strong support for using interactive optimisation rather than automatic
optimisation in focal therapy planning.
Aim 3 (Evaluating and improving the prototype interactive optimisation tool, in particular the visualisations and interaction design) was
achieved by asking questions in the Recap Activity and from comments made by participants during planning. Changes were made to
visualisations, interaction and to the underlying optimisation model.
We improved the visualisations as the study progressed in light of
participants’ feedback. The first change was to use the clinic-specific
colour scheme for treatment planning. Next, we rearranged the four
view ports in the presentation mode so as to accord with the layout provided in Variseed (the commercial prostate brachytherapy planning tool
used in the clinic). We also adjusted the grid labelling and alignments
of images in each view port to better fit with the current treatment
planning workflow as well as to synchronise with the alignment of the
physical template for treatment delivery.
One of the most novel aspects of our prototype tool is the compare
mode. Generally participants were positive: one participant said “I
think the comparison [where the difference map is used] could be really
useful actually. That’s one thing we are missing in VariSeed.” However
some participants found it initially confusing. “[It’s] hard because [I
have] never seen this before.” Another commented “I don’t think it’s
hard to understand. I think it takes a little bit of getting used to looking
at it.”
In response to user feedback we: moved the axial view slices of
the two plans to be side-by-side in the top two view ports for easier
comparison; replaced the pixel-based display of differences with isoline
contours because of participant familiarity with isodose line usage in
treatment planning and, for consistency, replaced the point cloud 3D
difference visualisation with isosurface contours. We also reduced the
use of colour and emphasised large differences in the 3D difference
model. However, while participants liked the 2D difference view they
did not make much use of the 3D difference model. In general we
found they relied on the 2D views much more than 3D models.
Responsiveness was an issue raised by several participants. We
removed the sliders along each anatomical view and replaced with
scrolling and key stroke to support faster browsing of anatomical slices
and improved responsiveness during planning by reducing refresh frequency for the axial view slices gallery, as this was viewed less frequently.
Finally, as discussed previously, we modified the underlying constraint model to produce more symmetric plans and also allowed the
user to manually steer a needle away from a grid point to allow finetuning, better reflecting actual practice.
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T HE P ROBLEM S OLVING L OOP

Another way to understand the differences and similarities between
visual analytics and interactive optimisation is to compare the highlevel processes and aims of the user in these two endeavours. Informed
by the first study we can now attempt this.
Sense-making is a widely used theoretical framework for understanding visual analytics tasks. It identifies the following steps in the
analytical reasoning process:
• Information gathering (or foraging) to find relevant information
• Reformulation of the data to aid analysis
• Development of insight by interactive exploration of the data
• Formalisation of this insight by fitting schema or models to the data
• Generating hypotheses based on these schema or models
• Presentation of the findings
For instance, Pirolli and Card’s sense-making loop (Fig. 6) captures
the processes employed by intelligence analysts when making sense
of information. An important observation is that at each step of the
process the analyst may revisit earlier steps in light of new insights. To
the best of our knowledge there is no analogue of the sense-making
loop for interactive optimisation.
The problem-solving loop shown in Fig. 7 is our attempt to provide
a similar theoretical framework for understanding the high-level user
goals and processes in interactive optimisation. There are two main

Fig. 6. Pirolli and Card’s sense-making loop.

Another important loop results from critical feedback from stakeholders and the final decision makers on the recommendations which
may lead to reevaluation of the ranked list. Interactive optimisation
is regularly employed to solve problems where the wrong decision
can lead to significant loss or even death. As we have seen in the first
study robust review is an important part of the problem solving process
in such high-stake applications and will often lead to refinement or
even rejection of the initial recommendation. This differs from many
visual analytics applications in which findings of the analyst tend to
be presented as a fait accompli rather than being the subject of robust
collaborative review.
Examination of the optimisation loop and of the prototype tool
developed for our case study clarifies the tasks for which interactive
visualisation may be useful:
• Evaluate: Showing a single solution and its associated constraints
and objective values in order to understand and evaluate it.
• Compare: Comparing multiple candidate solutions to rank them and
to better understand the tradeoffs between them (this is especially
important in multi-criteria optimisation).
• Improve: Manually manipulating a solution to improve it.
• Guide: Guiding the optimisation solver to search for new solutions
in “interesting” regions of the search space of the problem instance.
• Recommend: Presenting recommended solutions including alternatives to decision makers and stakeholders.
There are a number of different kinds of multidimensional data that
may need to be visualised. The first is a single solution and its “fitness”.
The second is the solution space, the set of allowed values for the
decision variables. The third is the fitness landscape: the set of possible
values for the objective criteria while a fourth is the search space being
explored by the solver.
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S TUDY 2: F OCAL T HERAPY

In our second study we investigated the use of interactive optimisation
for focal therapy. Our aims were fourfold:
1. Observe participants’ exploration of focal therapy planning;
2. Determine the participants’ preferred method for creating treatment
plans for focal therapy (manual, fully-automatic optimisation or
interactive optimisation) and the reasons for their preference;
3. Investigate whether experience with an interactive optimisation tool
will increase participant trust in focal therapy and in optimisationbased treatment planning for focal therapy;
4. Obtain feedback on the design of the prototype tool.
Fig. 7. The problem-solving loop.

8.1

loops: the model-defining loop captures the development of the generic
mathematical optimisation model, typically by an expert in optimisation, while the second loop, the optimisation loop captures the use of
the model by the end-user, typically the domain expert, to support their
decision making. Our focus in this paper is on the optimisation loop. It
has the following steps:
• Solving the generic model with the problem specific data to generate
a pool of candidate solutions
• Evaluation and comparison of these candidates to give a ranked list
of solutions
• Decide upon a recommendation which may be a single solution or
solutions with an analysis of the tradeoffs between them
• Review by relevant stakeholders and decision makers to determine
the final decision
Like the sense-making loop the problem-solving loop is interactive and
the analyst will frequently return to earlier steps. For instance, after
evaluating and comparing the solutions in order to rank the candidate
solutions she may decide that none of them are good enough and try to
generate better candidate solutions, either by refining the general model
by guiding the solver, or by improving an existing solution manually by
changing the values assigned to some of the decision variables. Thus,
steering of the needle away from a grid point is an example of manual
improvement.

Apparatus & Materials: We used the interactive optimisation prototype tool for this study after we rolled back the changes required to
support whole gland rather than focal therapy and also integrated the
improvements from the first study. We used the tool to prepare two
automatically generated focal plans with different TCP values: F2:
with TCP = 0.87 and F4: with TCP = 0.96.
Participants: Participants were recruited at a second presentation
given to the brachytherapy team at the Alfred. This reported the findings from the first study, introduced focal therapy and explained the
purpose of the second study. Participants from the first study were
again asked to participate to ensure they were familiar with the tool
and the project methodology and aims. One could not participate but
two new clinical professionals were recruited and were provided with
additional instruction in the tool (to compensate for their lack of experience of Study 1). This gave a total of 7 participants (one RO, three
MPs and three RTs). As in the first study, because of the low number
of participants we have also included the results from the pilot study
with a member of our research team (an experienced RO).
Procedure: Our second study followed the same structure as the first:
1. Introduction Activity: We asked participants questions about their
preferences in treatment planning methods (whole gland, focal) for
prostate brachytherapy, and preference and trust in methods (manual,
automatic, interactive) for creating a focal plan.
2. Training Activity: We presented our prototype tool and explained its
operations. Participants were asked to briefly evaluate both TCD and

Study Design

Fig. 9. Participant preferences and level of trust in different methods
for creating a focal treatment plan including Manual, Fully automatic
optimisation, and Interactive optimisation. They were asked to rank the
methods before and after experience with the tool.
Fig. 8. The relative ranks of all four focal plans and their associated TCP
scores and relative TCP ranks.

TCP visualisations and provide comments.
3. Planning Activity: The main part of the study was to evaluate
four focal treatment plans (one produced manually (F1), two produced
fully automatically (F2 and F4) and one produced using interactive
optimisation (F3)):
(a) Participants were asked to manually create a focal plan F1 with
the tool and then score it. They were provided with the choice
of two auto-seed-loading templates as the starting point, so as to
reduce the time required for the study and to mirror the manual
planning approach for the whole gland therapy approach they
were familiar with.
(b) Next, focal plan F2 was presented. Participants were asked to
evaluate and then score it.
(c) Then participants were asked to improve focal plan F2 using the
tool and score the resulting focal plan F3.
(d) The final focal plan F4 was presented and evaluated and scored
by participants.
They were then asked to rank the four focal plans.
4. Recap Activity: We repeated the questions about participants’ preferences of both treatment methods and approaches to create a focal plan.
Suggestions for improving the prototype tool were solicited.
8.2

Results & Discussion

One participate did not wish to manually create or improve a focal plan
because this participant thought it was outside their area of expertise.
As a result, only focal plans F2 and F4 were included for this particular
participant. We included the participant’s other responses.
Aim 1 (Observation of participants’ exploration of focal therapy
planning) was based on the Planning Activity. To this end we asked
participants to “think aloud” as they created a focal plan.
We observed they used different planning strategies. However all
participants started with dose coverage of the prostate gland. Because
of the unfamiliarity of focal therapy and TCP many participants were
not sure about what a clinically acceptable focal plan should look like
as they have never done any focal treatment before. They were unsure
about the right TCP threshold and the interpretation of TCP contours.
One participant finished planning without using either TCP or TCD
visualisations at all because of unfamiliarity. Another participant refined the focal plan by using the TCP contours “as a second assessment”, whereas the other three radiotherapy team members fine-tuned
plans based on the extra tumour information provided from TCD visualisations without looking at TCP contours at all. The remaining
two participants adjusted their focal plans according to the TCD visualisation and finally double checked and refined plans by using TCP

contours. Five of seven utilised the TCD visualisation to further adjust
the seeds’ and needles’ positions to give a better coverage around the
high tumour-risk areas. Most participants said the TCD visualisation
was useful and that it did affect the way they do treatment planning, for
example “Having contours showing your [tumour] control probability
is really good from a planning point of view.” and “I liked it (TCD visualisation).” However, participants were curious and somewhat sceptical
about the reliability of the data underlying the TCD calculation, for
instance: “I definitely think it (TCD visualisation) will be useful. If this
information (TCD) is reliable, that will guide the treatment.”
Participant ranking of the focal plans (see Fig. 8) was difficult to
interpret. Focal plans F1, F3 and F4 received roughly equal ranks
which indicated that focal plans produced by manual, fully automatic
optimisation (with high TCP setting) and interactive optimisation are
acceptable. However, the automatically produced plan with low TCP
was not liked. It is also clear that overall TCP score is not the only
quality that participants were using to evaluate the plans. Other factors, such as dose coverage, needle positions and patterns, were also
important and considered in the evaluation. This provides support for
interactive optimisation rather than automatic optimisation. One participant commented “The optimisation does not take a lot of the clinical
information you have and there’s still some kind of knowledge that we
have but the machine does not.”
To address Aim 2 (User preferences for creating treatment plans for
focal therapy) we asked participants to rank the methods (manual, fully
automatic optimisation, interactive optimisation) in order of preference
from most preferred (rank 1) to least preferred (rank 3) for creation of
a focal therapy treatment plan and in terms of trust. They were asked at
the beginning and the end of the interview so that we could see if their
experience with the tool changed their response. The results are shown
in Fig. 9.
Most participants (6 of 8) preferred interactive optimisation from
the beginning to the end. Two changed their preferences. One changed
from interactive optimisation to manual because the participant was
not happy with the focal plan produced from optimisation (poor dose
coverage and needle loading pattern, lack of symmetry) and felt that
fine-tuning an optimisation produced plan cannot completely fix these
problems or would take too long to do so. The other one preferred
manual at the beginning but interactive optimisation in the end. After
trying out the prototype tool they thought interactive optimisation has
more potential in treatment planning because of the speed advantage
from optimisation and the flexibility to make adjustment with interactions. The responses strongly support that interactive optimisation is
the preferred method for focal therapy planning.
Aim 3 was to evaluate the effect of interactive optimisation on trust
in planning method and treatment method. In the case of optimisation-

Aim 4 (Feedback on the design of the prototype interactive optimisation tool) was addressed in the Recap Activity and by observations
of tool use in the Planning Activity.
There were few suggestions, suggesting they were now comfortable
with the design of the tool and visualisations. Some participants suggested overlaying the TCP contours with the TCD visualisation, and
the isodose contours with the TCD visualisation in order to better support the visual representation of a focal plan. We made the suggested
changes and used them in the subsequent studies. When modifying
plans they used Add (a seed), Remove (a seed) and Steer (a needle)
but did not use Lock & Re-optimise. When queried about Lock &
Re-optimise most responded it would be useful and some of them gave
situations where it could be used such as in early stage of planning after
loading seeds from templates to adjust the plan followed by manual
fine-tuning using the other operations afterwards.
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Fig. 10. Participant preferences for treatment methods in prostate
brachytherapy, before and after experience with the tool.

based treatment planning half of the participants trusted interactive
optimisation the most from the start to the end. There were 3 participants who did not trust any of the methods before trying and seeing
each themselves. These cells were kept empty in the trust preference
table (see Fig. 9). All 3 of them trusted manual planning the most at
the end of the interview. Two of them were very sceptical about focal
therapy during interviews. It’s perhaps not surprising that they trusted
the manual approach more in the end because they had a strong belief
in whole gland therapy and manual treatment planning approach is
the standard in whole gland therapy. One participant changed their
mind from equally trusting both manual and interactive optimisation to
trusting manual more than interactive optimisation. The main reason
for this change was concern about prostate dose coverage and the belief
that the coverage from both optimisation produced focal plans was not
satisfying while using the manual approach could give better coverage
to the prostate gland.
Overall, by the end of the study half of the participants trusted the
manual approach and the other half trusted the interactive optimisation
approach the most. What is clear is that the fully automatic optimisation
approach is the least trusted, all 8 participants ranking it last. One
stated “Optimisation is like a black-box and I don’t trust any black-box.”
Others also pointed out the importance of manual adjustment. We also
heard many times that clinicians will very rarely accept a treatment
plan from optimisation without any changes and more often than not
they would like to make some manual adjustment to the plan.
In Study 1, experience with the tool for whole gland planning did
not appear to increase or decrease participants’ level of trust in interactive optimisation. However, it is a different story for focal therapy
(see Fig. 10). Participants were asked ‘If both focal brachytherapy and
whole gland brachytherapy were available which would you prefer to
use? Why?’ at the very start and the very end of the interview. At the
start of the study, 5 of 8 participants preferred whole gland therapy,
another two preferred the combination of whole gland and focal therapy
and only one preferred focal therapy. By the end of the study, 3 of
the 5 who preferred whole gland therapy changed their minds: one
preferred focal therapy and the other preferred the combination. The
participants who preferred either the combination or focal therapy did
not change their answers. One participant who changed their preference from whole gland therapy into focal therapy stated after using the
tool that providing extra information about prostate tumour cells from
TCD visualisation was really useful and she had become used to seeing
the TCP contours. This is a strong indication that experience with
the interactive planning tool and the planning exercises did increase
participants’ trust in focal therapy.

C ONCLUSIONS

We have explored the relationship between visual analytics and interactive optimisation and developed a new theoretical framework for
understanding the high-level user goals and tasks in interactive optimisation called the problem-solving loop that is modelled on the
sense-making loop framework widely used in visual analytics.
Our other contribution was two studies providing an in-depth analysis of the potential use of interactive optimisation for treatment planning
in whole-gland and focal LDR prostate brachytherapy. Our first study
fed into the design of the problem-solving loop and also allowed us
to refine the design of a prototype interactive optimisation tool for
treatment planning.
The second study suggested that interactive optimisation did build
trust in focal therapy and found that radiation oncology professionals
overwhelmingly prefer to use interactive optimisation to create focal
therapy treatment plans. These two studies, as well as the design and
implementation of the prototype interactive optimisation tool we used
in the studies, add significantly to our body of knowledge about the
potential use of interactive optimisation in real-world applications and
how to integrate interactive visualisation into such tools.
A limitation of the current research is that it is restricted to a single use-case of a visual analytics approach to interactive optimisation
design and evaluation. This was unavoidable given that it was a deep
study representing two years of close collaboration with domain experts.
Further research is needed to verify applicability of the problem-solving
loop in other application domains.
Another limitation of the study was that our prototype tool was not
used by domain experts in actual clinical practice. Again this was
unavoidable given that the tool and the focal treatment have not been
clinically tested and health professionals are understandably conservative in their adoption of new tools and techniques. Future work
will be to continue development of the tool with the aim to undertake
clinical testing. We believe it is in precisely such high-consequence
domains that visual analytics based interactive optimisation can have
a significant impact by keeping the human experts intimately “in the
loop”.
Our research is only a first step in studying interactive optimisation
from a visual analytics perspective. We believe this is a new and fruitful
research direction that will allow interactive optimisation applications
to benefit from visual analytics research into interactive visualisation
and analytics and provide visual analytics with a new and important
application field. This is an opportunity for visual analytics to broaden
its scope and application domain to other aspects of decision making.
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